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CHAPTER 1 
 
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
 
1.1. Background 
 
 
The Internet Protocol (IP) and the architecture of the Internet itself are based on 
the simple concept that every packet is routed through a network based on the destination 
address contained within the packet. Each router has the routing table that identifies the 
appropriate next hop for all known IP destination addresses. When a packet arrives, the 
router simply looks up the routing table and forwards to the output port that goes to the 
next router. All packets, regardless of which application or service they come from, are 
treated equally. Routers drop packets indiscriminately when congestion occurs. Therefore 
IP can only provide one type of service called Best Effort (BE), and give no guarantees 
about when data will arrive, or how much it can deliver. 
 
 
Today's networked applications—such as enterprise resource planning (ERP), 
data mining, e-commerce, and multimedia—are bandwidth hungry, time sensitive, and 
mission critical. These applications need networks to accommodate today's business 
priorities. Traditional networks can't recognize priority data because they handle network 
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traffic in old-fashioned ways, such as best-effort or first-come first-served. For example, 
when application data enters a traditional network, the network allocates as much 
bandwidth as the application needs—until the network runs out of bandwidth. Mission-
critical applications, time-sensitive applications, such as NetMeeting videoconferencing, 
can drown in a flood of less important network traffic—such as a Web newscast. Systems 
administrators end up facing network congestion, slow response, and packet-dropping 
problems. 
 
 
One of the most common mechanisms network administrators use to improve 
wide area network performance is to increase the WAN bandwidth. Although this can 
help, it is a short-term solution to the network performance issue. Most popular 
applications including web browsing, email, and music downloads rely on TCP’s slow 
start algorithm to steadily increase their own bandwidth utilization until there is a 
problem. Consequently, these types of applications, unrestricted, quickly consume all 
available network bandwidth, leaving the time sensitive applications suffering. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1: The Effect of Bandwidth Doubling 
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In a network utilization study done by IDC in 2000, they found that most 
organizations unknowingly allow the least important applications to control the network. 
As shown in the figure 1.1, doubling the WAN bandwidth haphazardly allocates 
increased amounts to the most demanding, bandwidth hungry applications which are 
probably not the most urgent and critical applications the organization wants running 
over their network. 
 
 
Armed with knowledge of each application’s resource consumption and coupled 
with an understanding of the organization’s priorities for bandwidth utilization, network 
administrators become empowered to control network performance. 
 
 
1.2. Problem Statement 
 
 
The ongoing explosive growth of the Internet and Internet Services, increasing 
more and more Real Time Services Applications, which effect the network for priority. 
Simply throwing more bandwidth to the network is not the ultimate solution to these 
problems, because we can't foresee what new bandwidth-hungry applications will be in 
use in several months. An ill-behaved application can easily bring the network down and 
potentially shut down the business operation. 
 
 
1.3. An Approach for Solving the Problem 
 
 
To gain more effective control of the network, we need to incorporate Quality of 
Service (QoS). In a QoS-enabled network, we can prioritize network traffic flow, allocate 
network bandwidth and resources to different applications and users, enforce security to 
applications and users entering the network, and link business needs with desired network 
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behavior. For example, one can guarantee that a videoconferencing application has the 
highest network priority and reserve a specific bandwidth, and assign others the lowest 
network priority and a limit on allowable bandwidth. QoS is commonly expressed in 
terms of throughput, delay, delay jitter, and loss rate. 
 
 
1.4. Objective 
 
 
The objective of the study is to develop priority queuing in router to provide QOS 
(Quality of Service) for real time application in DiffServ IPV6 network. The work will 
assign priority to the packets according the content. So the real time application will get 
more priority then the other application. 
 
 
1.5. Scope of Research 
 
 
This work includes developing an IPV6 network with Diffserv. The Diffserv 
network allows the option to priorities the data packets according to the content. Every 
packets that enter the Diffserv region, will examined and set the priority code at their 
header field (called TOS) according to the priority of the packet data. This ensures the 
priority flow of the data to the next hop/router. To differentiate the priority of the data 
from the default one, the extra traffic will be generated to the network. The performance 
of the system will be investigated and analyzed according to the Quality of Service 
CODE in the every packet, which will be assigned according to the priority of data. 
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1.6. Importance of Research 
 
 
By assigning the priority of the data in every packet, we can define the IPV6 
network for Real time service with, 
 
• Minimized End-to-End delay. 
• Enhanced throughput by Router. 
• Priority scheduling of packet in the router. 
• Maximized Reliability for traffic 
• Limited Monitory Cost for conforming traffic 
 
 
1.7. Thesis Outline 
 
 
 The content of the project are further subdivided into the chapters as follows. 
Chapter 1 defines the introduction of the project followed by objective and scope of the 
project. The importance of the project also defines in this chapter. Chapter 2 is the 
Implementation plan which illustrates how the project runs by time. Chapter 3 mostly 
elaborates the concept of IPV6, QOS, DIFFSERV and Linux traffic controlling system. It 
also covers the Priority Queuing concept and its implementation procedure. Chapter 4 
explains the configuration system step by step. Chapter 5 is the analysis section of the 
project. Here it also depicts the result pictorially. Finally Chapter 6 concludes the project 
with summary and conclusion.  
 
 
